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A THEOREM ON AXES OF RELATIVE SCREW MOTIONS OF THREE RIGID BODIES OF A SPATIAL KINEMATIC CHAIN
"i-1", "i", and "i+1" of a spatial kineaatic chain ( Fig. 1) which is composed oi two cylindrical pairs (possessing two degrees oi freedoa each) and one contact pair with five degrees oi freedom. Let us fix to each of these links a rectangular coordinate systea, defined as follows. The axis z^lies on the axis oi the cylindrical pair "i-l,i"; the axis z. lies on the • * axis of the cylindrical pair "i,i+l" and both axis x. j and x^ lie on the coaaon perpendicular to z._j and z^.
Velocity oi the point belonging to the link "i-1" in relation to the systea "i" aay be found as iollows:
where denote: ip vector of the position of point the system "i-1", X., 0. -projections on axis of the linear and angular velocities oi the link "i-1" in relation to the link "i", and the unit vector of axis.
Velocity of point P^ belonging to the link "i+1" in relation to system "i" can be deiined in a similar manner:
Evaluating the cross-products in the formulas (1), (2) one gets
Assuming that the instant positions of points and are identic with the point Pj belonging to the link "i" one can transform vectors involved in (3) and (4) into the system "i"
where symbol a^ denotes the distance between axes (see Fig. 1 ) z. and z._ 1
and
. 0 sa. ca. .
•a] 1 ca^ = cos a^ 1)
Hence,
= a. + x p .
. ca. -Zr
Substituting (5) to (3) and (4) where Xp , yp , Zp -denote coordinates oi the point P^ which belongs to the link "i" and which in that moment assumes the position identic with both points Pj_j and Angular velocity of the rotation of link "i+1" in relation to the link "i-1" assumes the form:
For points lying on the axis of the screw motion of links "i-1'
Bird "i+1" vectors v w and 0 W are colinear: hence " Matrix Aj is conform with rules regarding the sense of angles in a right-hand system if Denavit-Hartenberg notation is being used.
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Relative sciew notions as defined by (7) and (8) into equation (9) 
where
Equations (10) and (11) From (13), (7) and (12) 
